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Chapter 1 : Why Cats are Better than Men | calendrierdelascience.com
We all know that cats are, by far, the best companions to have. Adrienne recently wrote a blog on 5 reasons why cats
are better than dogs - and now I am here to give you 5 of the (many) reasons cats are better than men.

Telegram Whatsapp Reddit Mail Subscribe Stumbleupon Print This is a brief discussion on the subject that
women are better at taking care of companion cats than men. In order to discuss it we need to look at one
major difference between men and women: Women are better cat caretakers than men. Cat whisperer bottom
left is Jan. The photo is by yi. Top two photos are bought from iStockphoto. They are individuals with their
own special personalities. You could say that a sensitive male is better at cat caretaking than a female. I want
to discuss the general view that women are better cat caretakers than men because they are more sensitive and
intuitive. I think that is a key factor. A sensitive person is more alert and it is said that intuition makes people
more sensitive. Also women are said to have more empathy and patience than men who tend to want to get
their own way and achieve immediate results. Often a tender, slow process, which is in tune with nature, is
much better when dealing with a cat. Men are more used to dictating opinion whereas women are more in tune
with the idea of achieving a consensus amongst others to achieve a goal. Women are more in tune with how
we say things to others to get a result. The tone and demeanor is more important to a woman. A man will tend
to just say it and sod it. These are my conclusions: You cannot stereotype a woman and a man. It is too
black-and-white. There are vast areas of grey in between the sexes. This alone could render meaningless the
idea that women are better cat caretakers than men. Women are more consensus orientated, which might mean
they are better cat owners. Women work more slowly or to put that in a more acceptable way: Women are
more intuitive and sensitive. That is perhaps a stereotype that I have to question. Women are more in tune with
cats solitary animals and men are more in tune with dogs pack animals. Facebook Discussion This entry was
posted in Human to cat relationship and tagged human to cat relationship by Michael Broad. About Michael
Broad Michael is retired! He retired at age 57 and at Aug is approaching He worked in many jobs. The last
job he did was as a solicitor practicing general law. He loves animals and is passionate about animal welfare.
He also loves photography and nature. He hates animal abuse. He has owned and managed this site since
There are around 13k pages so please use the custom search facility!
Chapter 2 : Why Cats Are Better Than Men â€“ LazsRealm Of Intrigue
Cats can be great at hiding when they're scared and completely disappear from view. However, when they are at a more
relaxed state and just want to find a place from which they can look at you without you seeing them they're not that great
at it.

Chapter 3 : Why are cats better than men? | Yahoo Answers
Cats are Better than Men [Beverly Guhl] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. For many,
the companionship of a lovable feline is a welcome treat from the unfortunate habits of certain humans of the male
persuasion.

Chapter 4 : 10 Reasons Why Cats Are Better Than Men! - the truth is out!
Cats Are Better Than Men has 25 ratings and 9 reviews. For many, the companionship of a lovable feline is a welcome
treat from the unfortunate habits of.

Chapter 5 : This Is Why Cats Are Better Than Men. | Funny - BabaMail
Here's a great video giving us 10 reasons why cats are better than men, demonstrated by one of my favourite internet
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stars, Cole the Black Cat.

Chapter 6 : 19 Reasons Why Cats Are Better Than Men | HuffPost UK
Over the years I've invented many a pointless game with which to while away the hours on a journey, kill some work
time, or amuse me and my mates (or just me) at the pub. There's 'Find the obscure.

Chapter 7 : Women are Better Cat Caretakers than Men?
Photo gallery Why cats are better than men See Gallery 19 Reasons Why Cats Are Better Than Men. 1 / Why cats are
better than men 1 / All GIFs: calendrierdelascience.com Suggest a correction.

Chapter 8 : Why Cats Are Better Than Men [INFOGRAPHIC]
Why CATS are better than MEN! Here are 10 reasons as demonstrated by COLE the Black Cat, can you think of any
more reasons why cats are superior to men? Purrlease support our channel ðŸ˜„.

Chapter 9 : 15 Reasons Why Women Like Cats More Than Men [INFOGRAPHIC]
Well it's just a joke about why women like cats more than their ex-boyfriends, and has nothing to do with whether men
like cats or not:) (however I can see the confusion given the title) Reply 6 years ago.
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